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Auditory Object Sequences 
 
 
Purpose:   
     This activity is part of a group of activities that help build the auditory processing that is foundational 
for decision making, phonics, attention span, following directions, conceptual thinking, composition, 
language skill, and social maturity. 
 
Directions:   

• Give child a sequence of words, (the number of words given will be determined by your evaluator).  In 
order to insure that you are giving the words at one second intervals, quietly say “thousand” to yourself 
in between each word.   

• The child is to repeat the words back to you in the order in which they were given.   

• The words can be given in any order to add more varieties of sequences (up the row, down the row, 
from left to right, from right to left, diagonally, skip every other word, etc.).   

• Cheer wildly for correct answers and ignore incorrect answers.   

• If an incorrect answer is given, you can repeat same sequence up to 3 times, if still incorrect, move on 
to another sequence.   

• Work only for the duration indicated on the program.  When your timer goes off, stop.  Increasing 
duration is not beneficial.  

• When child can do 75% of the sequences correctly on the first attempt, bridge to the next level by 
giving the same sequence just completed and adding one more word on the end.  When child is 
bridging to the next level at 75% accuracy, begin giving that number of words for every sequence. 

 
Helpful Hint: 
     Be sure to separate similar auditory activities by at least 10 minutes.  Doing all the auditory activities 
at once can make durations too long and lesson the effectiveness. 

 
 
 

blue green yellow pink orange 

gold white brown red purple 

tan silver gray black navy 

orange green red bronze rose 

 
 
 

boat car bike truck bus 

tractor wagon train fire truck motorcycle 

tram rocket cab airplane ship 

helicopter race car van skates scooter 
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shoes jeans socks pants boots 

hat coat skirt gloves shorts 

shirt dress sweater slippers cap 

 
 
 

horse pig cat duck hen 

elephant lion sheep deer mouse 

parrot kitten frog worm rabbit 

bear dog whale puppy hamster 

fish tiger giraffe skunk turkey 

 

rake ladder broom saw hammer 

screwdriver bolts cabinet 
lawn 

mower 
shovel 

stool door clock dryer mop 

glasses plates iron cup vacuum 

pan stove telephone computer TV 

 

hair lips toes face eye 

teeth heel head nose ears 

tummy chin feet back mouth 

legs fingers knee elbow neck 

 

write run catch throw clean 

skip sleep play laugh cook 

read drink jump buy sweep 

mop talk walk hop skip 
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policeman dentist mother fireman father 

postman painter mechanic son sister 

brother nurse cook cashier doctor 

carpenter teacher bus driver waiter baker 

soldier farmer artist clown astronaut 

 
 

apple lettuce cheese bread ham 

banana carrots butter chicken spaghetti 

grapes potato milk fish juice 

oranges tomato eggs meat salt 

strawberry beans flour sugar pepper 

 
 

ball slide skates boat kite 

book scooter paints darts drum 

horn marbles doll gun car 

tapes jump rope blocks legos crayons 

 
 

teacher map pencils easel painting 

paper brushes bell desk ruler 

calendar wall books crayons blackboard 

folder backpack floor plants glue 

children lunch bathroom chalk floor 

 


